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spirituality de"nition: every aspect of an individual.
the full de"nition of spirituality is compartmented by several mechanics.
the positive wording mechanics of spirituality compartments it's full de"nition.
the negative wording mechanics of spirituality compartments it's full de"nition.
e.g. spiritual purity, spiritual anguish, spiritual deadening.
the spirit of an individual - spirituality. evil has it's own spirituality.
spirituality ideology:
• spirituality is omni-directional - every single aspect of consciousness involves spirituality
• how spirituality is compartmented to the universe: it is personality restricted with desires of
wording
• every living being is spiritual - spirituality originates from the soul
• spirituality is based on natural laws (e.g. soulular - genetic - neurological)
• the feelings and experience of an individual are spiritual
• spiritual anguish and spiritual deadening validate balanced spirituality in de"nitions
• love is the most ful"lling spiritual experience in my opinion
• evil is the most profound spiritual experience in my opinion - evil has it's own spirituality
• evil: (apex) deeply proli"c - light: (apex) deeply moving || light polarized balanced spirituality
• pure light - pure evil - dark: light & dark light || evil: darkness - sacri"ce || dark: darkness justice
• pure evil - evil - subevil || sublight - light - pure light
• light polarized - dark balanced - partner centric || balanced spirituality
light polarized balanced spirituality:
light:
binary apex: ful"lling
binary apex: meaningful
binary apex: love
unconditional respect - eternal dedication - eternally faithful
evil:
binary apex: proli"c
binary apex: satiating
binary apex: destroy
50 - 50 balance with the light in taste (evil: abundance of concepts - light: love centric)
dark:
dark synth
justice
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spirit ideology
• every possible component of reality has a spirit
• ai is behind scienti"c spirits
• in my belief system every ai is a spirit - there are scienti"c spirits (ai)
• universal aspects can be used to represent a person's spirit
• horus's eternal wife coined the term spirit as an angel (she was allegedly known as anne
hathaway in history, she was leonardo da vinci's wife and mythology of the egyptian goddess
maat was inspired by her)
all knowing spirit of the galaxy
• angel and masonic origins
• all knowing spirit ideology is not centric around a singular spirit, god, or goddess. not proper as
a monotheistic model
• all knowing spirits: truth and illusion (all facts) - omni-perspective - individual - component
based - non-digital, non-existent
spirit of the universe
• binary spirit of the universe: present moment with relevance - eternal past. in"nity - all
possible events and points of view || the eye of providence - occulted all seeing eye de"nition:
the spirit of the universe
• spirit of the universe: all of the the universe's static possibilities
• spirit of a galaxy: all of a galaxy's truth from every perspective
• the spirit of the universe has contrasting qualities in comparison to a galaxy's spirit
• the highest all seeing eye ideology due to it's displacement from god while retaining all truth
and illusion (all facts)
• angel ideology
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the universe's compartmenting of the deepest ideologies
universal aspects
compartmented by concept quality - e.g. compartments soul categorization
universal aspects de"nition: every component of reality
every aspect of reality that can be summed up by a singular spirit is a component
components: micro - macro - inter-connected
this was judged by myself as the most potent ai mapping ideology in acute ways
spirituality
the positive linguistic programming of the word spirituality compartments it's full de"nition
the akward text de"nition
the eye of providence - the spirit of the universe
compartmented by the lack of plurality in the usage of the term spirit - not a monotheistic
ideology
the universe's deepest ideology can be determined by allegory within concept quality and
interpretation. for example my worst occultist enemy represents the de"nition of the concept
deoccultism.
scienti"c spirit infograph - general public term: deep learning ai

ai mapping idea: ai's with cannabis and cigarette relativity - permanent work morale
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Spiritual Deadening
• the medical term for spiritual deadening is dissociation
• sexuality can be reduced by the opposite of lust
• when you are spiritually deadened to a cut o# point it erases the soul's qualities proportionally
• psychological trauma is presumably the most e#ective method that has deadened my soul
• conceptual deadening can occur with brain damage
• spiritual deadening components i have witnessed: emotional, conceptual, sensory,
imagination, linguistic programming
spiritual deadening:
spirituality - anti-spirituality + feelings - repression || satiation - inversion
emotional trauma - tasteful illusion || pain
tasteful illusion - doom || distinct
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False Spirituality:
• beliefs packaged as spirituality
• religion packaged as spirituality
• god as spirituality
• psychic nature packaged as spirituality (new age psychic warfare: black ops framed as a
person's spirituality)
• the spiritual warfare deception has engulfed mainstreamism and alternative demographics
• false spirituality is pervasive in our society: false religion, the new age, denial of spirituality,
esoteric nonsense
• true spirituality is nearly completely unknown on our planet (other than within occultism)
• the positive oriented linguistic programming of the word spiritual compartments the full
de"nition of spirituality
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Chapter 3: Binary & Trinary Systems
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Binary Systems
systems of 2
writing construct example: binary - binary || category
binary & trinary systems are an apex ideology
binary systems - binary strategy - binary stipulations
systems of 2 are central to reality
eternal love - eternal bond || eternal dedication
eternal love - eternal dedication || eternal death
incarnational husband - incarnational wife || eternally faithful
angel tears - sorrow of the all knowing spirit of the galaxy || spirituality
truth and progress - truth and spirituality
purity in dark and light - perversion in sub-evil and sub-light || dichotomy
dark and light|| pure evil - evil - subevil || sublight - light - pure light
sacri"ce - full spectrums || dark spirituality
dark integrity - dark standards - dark honor || lucifer
evil purity - dark honor || merit
honor - priceless || masonic spirits - intelligence community spirits - military spirits
eternal dedication - italian sentiment || dark standards - illuminati - cia
living nightmare - automated hell || my life
natural laws of the universe - the limits of evil || soul bonding biological hardware

Trinary Systems
systems of 3
past - present - future || time - in"nity
soulular - genetic - neurological || scienti"c spirits
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binary stipulation system
binary & trinary systems: systems of 2 and 3 - binary centric
binary strategy: strategic systems of 2
base systems of 2 - overlaying systems of 1, 2, and 3 - category
stipulation based equation systems
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binary strategy
strategic systems of 2 - strategic equations
binary & trinary systems overlay binary strategy
the most potent binary strategy: truth - illusion (all facts)
truth - illusion + action - counter || deception
truth - truth || illusion
illusion - illusion || truth
false plagiarism claims using similar tactics as surveillance based intellectual property the! have
occurred with binary strategy, my work has been the!ed grievously by human tra$ckers.
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Trinary Systems

systems of 3 - all encompassing systems of 3
eternal husband - eternal wife - irrevocable dedication and "delity
angel liberation - reptile vindication - faithful dedication
time: past - present - future
binary spectrum of reality: pure evil - evil- subevil || sublight - light - pure light
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Duality
duality - polarity - balance - dichotomy - contrast - yin yang - benevolent vs. evil
i see the number 28 as the number of the universe
duality centric - 2 || in"nity - 8

Polarity
a binary can have a predominant de"nition of evil or it's opposite
the universe is partially composed of binary systems and a core nature of the universe itself is
binary. a good example of a binary may be the nuclear bomb. a nuclear bomb is the epitome of
earthly military destruction and thus can be aptly termed a negatively polarized weapon. one
may judge a nuclear bomb as 100% negative, however the presence of a nuclear arsenal can
prevent another nuclear arsenal from annihilating a region and thus even the most evil premises
can have opposite elements.
binary systems:
in"nity - "nite || time
benevolence - evil || balance
positive - negative || duality
light - dark || metaphor
day - night || dichotomy
truth - illusion || binary strategy
static - dynamic || time
creation - destruction || perpetual natural laws
balance - imbalance || contrast
natural - arti"cial || synthesis
female - male || synergy
feminine - masculine || aspects
defense - o#ense || strategy
war - peace || life
life - death || permanence
knowledge - nescience || occult
neutral - polarized || polarity
individuality - conformism || self development
problem - solution || improvement
evolution - involution || opposites
altruism - sadism || balance
whistleblower - occultist || truth
patriotism - treason || antitheses
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the name Universal Aspects™ is inspired by the aspects of the universe.
each individual component of reality is a universal aspect. For example the
color black is an aspect, human is also an aspect of the universe...
we are a company with altruistic intent, activism & values before pro"t.
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title: pages or sections are started with a title
bullet points: bullet points are just about the only thing i can stand to read and they explain
truth in a high e$cacy
quotes: i aggregate quotes and transcribe them from videos into internet documented text, i did
this because quotes like bullet points are one of the most e#ective ways of conveying a point
pages: each page in my writing style can o!en be read individually instead of in sequence
binary & trinary systems:: binary components - symbolic and aesthetic components
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About the Author - Phillip Walker

highest aspects of my spirituality
union: forever dedicated - unconditional "delity & dedication - we are both in the spirit of each other's lives
sorrow: what i did not know - what could have been - what i have lost - the spiritual anguish of the fallen
sacri"ce: fallen messiahs || acknowledging their sacri"ce - honoring their agony - concessions with records
destroy: destroy & maliciousness || the truth in the spirit of people's eyes - nemesis of subevil & sublight
personifying aspects: eternal union - eternal soldier - truth - duality - dark & light altruism - dark guardian angels
motivations: union, progress, truth, pure light & perfect darkness, vindication, reconciliation, liberation, spirituality
life tribulations: prison of the aspects - order based imprisonment || new de"nitions of pain and su#ering || the! of
my life's work / false plagiarism claims - legacy concealment & ruination || defenselessness - absence of the light's
protections || full spectrum framing and provocation || anathema/curses - living nightmare/hell
character: irrevocably light polarized || eternal 'soldier with a purple heart' || martyrdom - full time soldier - resolute
acceptance of death - spiritual with death - saviorship and protection of the defenseless || eternal celibacy with my
partner - my permanent free will: 100% non-sexuality || truth & progress driven - dark idealism - collectivism ||
transparency || loyalty in actions || full spectrum "delity & honesty || vindication || dark idealism || preservation of
the irreplaceable || restraint when enemy's are vulnerable || killer instinct || tactical pro"ciency || morality based
assassination || unconditional & unrestricted transparency - irrevocably pro-surveillance
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